THE TECH

Boston, Mass., December 21, 1911

THEATER

Varied Program to Be Rendered

The Tech Theater will be occupied by students of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The program will be opened at 8 o'clock.

(Continued from page 1)

The Tech has a limited supply of Durham Dopey
Razor. These can be obtained at Tech office for 30 cents each, which
covers the cost of packing, shipping, etc.

SPAUDELING & MERRICK

CHICAGO

THE SMOOTHEST TOBACCO

FEW sophomores but have a smoking knowledge of Velvet—the greatest of tobacco leaf—the olden days method of curing by aging—2 years of hanging in the warehouse under perfect conditions—perfect seasoning—a mellowing that dispels every vestige of leaf harshness—a sweet, smooth flavor of tobacco that challenges the best smoke you ever experienced. Can't burn hot—not can't burn! Smoke it as often as you will it is always the same delightful pipeful—Velvet-smooth.

Today or any time you say—at all dealers.

SPAUDELING & MERRICK

CHICAGO

CLOTH BOUND, $1.25 LEATHER $2.00

1912 Technique's FOR SALE

At reduced prices

You can't beat this at Raymond's and you'll have one of the classiest little Christmas gifts on the market.

Call at Technique Office in Union any day this week from 1-2. Also on sale in Roger's Corridor and at Maclellan's.